
TAIPEI/TAICHUNG/CHIAYI/NANTOU/ALISHAN 
+2 NIGHT AT TAIPEI INTERNATIONAL 5 STAR HOTEL)
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Taoyuan Century Hotel or Well Garden Hotel or similar class x1 Night
Chiayi Orient Luxury Hotel or Lan Kwai Fong Garden Hotel

    or similar class      x1 Night
Taichung Golden Pacific Hotel or Stay Hotel or similar class x1 Night
Taipei 5* Courtyard by Marriott Hotel or similar class  x2 Nights

5 Breakfast / 4 Lunch / 1 Dinner

 Sun Moon Lake Cuisine
 Taiwanese Xiao Long Bao
 Alishan Cuisine
 Chiba Hot Pot Buffet Restaurant
 Chinese Cuisine

SCHEDULE

Raohe Street Night Market - One of the oldest night markets in Taipei, the 
Raohe Street Night Market is a must visit destination! The epitome of a 
traditional Taiwanese night market, this 600 metre path along Raohe Street in 
Songshan District is packed with fun and interesting night foods and snacks, 
quaint shops and stalls, and carnival games with prizes.

National Revolutionary Martyrs’s Shrine - The main architectural style 
imitates the Hall of Supreme Harmony in the Forbidden City in Beijing. It is 
majestic and majestic, symbolizing the fearless spirit of the martyrs who strive 
for righteousness. The guards standing guard in front of the gate of the Martyrs' 
Shrine are all like statues, and the hourly guard changing ceremony is even 
more unique and worth seeing.

Chiufen - A place where you get a chance to taste the local snacks and 

Ximending - Ximending Night Market is a pedestrian shopping area during 
the day and night. This is a place where many things are trendy, exciting and 
strange. Without a doubt, this is the coolest neighborhood and frequented by 
young people living in Taipei.

Alishan National Forest Recreation Area - one of only three mountain 
railways in the world. Apart from the scenic train trip, it’s known for its beautiful 
forests, cloud formations, sunrise views etc.

Hinoki Village - the first forest cultural and creative park in Taiwan, adjacent 
to Beimen Station and Alishan Railway Park, constitutes a complete leisure and 
play park area. Forestry culture as the core development with culture, art, 
history, leisure, literature and art, etc. It has become the most distinctive cultural 
park in Chiayi.

Sun Moon Lake - is Taiwan’s largest freshwater lake, located in a basin 
surrounded by peaks. Its beauty has given rise to such names as “Pearl in the 
Mountains,” “Honeymoon Lake,” and “Lovers’ Lake.” It has also been called the 
“Heart of Taiwan,” not for romantic reasons, but for its role as a major 
hydropower generator.

Yizhong Street Business District - is like one big kitchen. Yizhong Street 
provides a great variety of local Taiwanese delicacies such as Oyster Omelet, 
Bubble Tea, Stinky To-fu, etc. With much more than just food stalls and school 
buildings, it also features a wide range of fashion clothing, accessories and 
gadgets at affordable prices for students too.
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